
 



Today, the band also presents the second track-by-track video for this album. 
Check it and find out more about the songs of "Soldiers Of Light": https://youtu.be/

dZmyRKl7qrU 
 

The band already released the third digital single, the titletrack "Soldiers Of Light".  
The official music video can be seen here: https://youtu.be/aJf9Ymx6B7I 

 
 

ICYM: 
"Constellation" (music video): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=px9yOwkkdrE 

"Detonate" (lyric Video): https://youtu.be/rTF5Amk2Wvg 
Track-by-Track #1: https://youtu.be/PBpJZ0s2F_Y 

Trailer #1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dVtWNr_owGw 
Trailer #2: https://youtu.be/MYin0e3fPkk 
Trailer #3: https://youtu.be/yMrDLts2rZA 

 
 

SKYEYE 
- "Soldiers Of Light" out now / second 

track-by-track video
 
Today is the day: The second studio album of Slovenian heavy metal prodigy 
SKYEYE, "Soldiers Of Light" is out now via REAPER ENTERTAINMENT. 
 
Order the album here: www.reapermusic.de/skyeye-soldiers 
 
The band states: 
"With our debut album Digital God we put ourselves on a heavy metal journey. In 
that perspective Soldiers of Light is the continuation of what we establish with our 
first album regarding sound, lyrics content, and songwriting. We were very pleased 
with the sound and with the direction that we were heading on the first album, so we 
did not change the winning formula. But there is a little change in a good way 
because the band is tighter now than it was three years ago. Our producer and 
mixing engineer Grega Smola Crnkovič and our mastering engineer Boban 
Milunovič along with Aleksandar Živanov (artwork) did phenomenal work. We are 
proud of our new baby. But, every great album needs a record company that can 
make it shine and bring it to the listeners. With our record company Reaper 
Entertainment Europe we know, that our album is in the right hands are we are 
sure, that Soldiers of Light will stand the test of time and will satisfy every die-hard 
heavy metal fan. Grab a copy and enjoy the heavy metal journey! You will not regret 
it!"
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The album was produced in summer 2020 by producer Grega Smola Crnkovič and was 
mastered by Boban Milunović  who is known in the Hard & Heavy scene for his work with 

GRAVEWORM, BELPHEGOR, JACK FROST and many more.  
The cover artwork was done by Aleksandar Živanov. 

 
Unique and powerful vocals combined with raw and melodic guitar riffs give the band its 

signature heavy metal sound, reminescent of other major representatives of the genre, like 
Iron Maiden, Saxon or Judas Priest. 

 
 

About SkyEye: 
Slovenian heavy metal band SkyEye was founded in 2014 by guitarist Grega Stalowsky, 
bassist Primož Lovšin and singer Jan Leščanec. SkyEye got its current line-up in 2016 
when guitarist Marko Kavčnik and drummer Jurij Nograšek joined the band. Unique and 
powerful vocals combined with raw and melodic guitar riffs give the band its signature 
heavy metal sound, reminescent of other major representatives of the genre, like Iron 

Maiden, Saxon or Judas Priest. The band made its debut appearance in June 2017, and 
only four months later brought out its first EP under the title Run for Your Life. The 

overwhelmingly positive response and strong support at their performances drove the 
SkyEye back into the studio to record their debut album DIGITAL GOD, which was 

released on November 9, 2018. 
 
 
 

--- 
SKYEYE online: 

Official Page: http://www.skyeyeband.com 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/SkyEyeBand/ 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/skyeyeband/ 
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